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Movie trivia quiz questions multiple choice

1. The most abundant element in the human body (by weight) is: Right wrong Although the richest element in the body in terms of the number of atoms is hydrogen, it is mostly associated with much heavier oxygen. Oxygen accounts for about 65% of a person's body weight. 3. The first synthetic or
thethes: Correct False Technetium was the first element compiled by humans, in 1924 or 1937, depending on who you credit for the discovery. The element was made by bombarding a molybdenum sample with neutrons. The word technetium means an artificial element. 4. Although the stars have
heavier elements, the most difficult element that can be produced in a star by fusion is the next false iron being the most difficult element produced in stars through the nucleosynthesis process. It is thought that the more difficult elements resulting from the collision of the neutron star. 7. The richest metal
in earth's crust is: The Right False Silicon is a metaloid, not a metal, although it is the third most abundant element of the earth's crust. The most abundant metal is aluminium, which accounts for about 8% of the crust volume. 10. Atoms of cells consist of protons, neutrons and electrons. The most
common isotope hydrogen is not neutron. True lie It's true. The most common element of hydrogen, called protium, consists of a single proton. No neutrons. The number of electrons does not affect the identity of the element. Element Trivia Quiz You have: %Correct. Basic knowledge of elements master
chemical elements do well in chemistry.. Gael Conrad/Getty Images You didn't know much about the trivia about the elements, but you did it at the end of the quiz, so you know a lot more now. Learn about elements of the human body. Are you ready for another quiz? See if you know the first elements of
the periodic table. Element Trivia Quiz You have: %Correct. Almost element Trivia Whiz Knowing the element of facts makes chemistry much easier to understand.. Image Source/Getty Images For Good Work! You knew some trivial facts about the chemical elements, and now you know more about
them. If you want to know more, here are 10 interesting elements of facts. You ready to try another quiz? See if you can tell the real elements of the prepared. Element Trivia Quiz You have: %Correct. This is a basic, dear Watson Step class leader, if you know the element of trivia facts. Cultura/Nancy
Honey/Getty Images For Good Work! You made this quiz so easy, you should step in to the class leader. Where can you go from here? Review the elements of the human body and what they do. Are you ready for another quiz? See if you're as good at general chemistry trivia as you are an element of
facts. Achieving excellence in corporate culture. Regular Rate through January 15Apply NowProductivityBy Jessica Stillman, Contributor, Inc.com@EntryLevelRebel Everyone says they are stressed these days, but not everyone could mean the same thing. For some people, stress is slightly irritated
busier than average day. For others, it means I'm millimetres away from mental and physical collapse. Stress also affects different people differently. What counts as an adrenaline-pumping exhilaration of one person's feeling of exhausting, nerve-destroying torture to another. So when you say I'm
stressed exactly how stressed you mean? Should you worry or realize that this is just another hectic day in today's world? Now you have an objective way of saying how stressed you are when you say I'm stressed. This 10-question quiz was created by INSEAD Professor Manfred F. R. Kets de Vries and
aims to tell you exactly how close to the tipping point you are. If you answer yes to six or more questions, you might want to start worrying about your stress levels and act. Do you feel that your life is out of control and that you have too much stuff on your plate? Do you often feel confused, anxious, upset,
tired, or physically exhausted? Have you had increased people-to-people conflicts (e.g. with your spouse, children, other family members, friends or colleagues)? Do you feel that negative thoughts and feelings affect how you work at home or at work? Does your work or your home life give you any
pleasure anymore? Do you feel overwhelmed by the demands of e-mails, messaging tools and social media? Do you feel like your life has become an endless treadmill? Are you prone to serious pangs of guilt every time you try to relax? Have you recently experienced life-changing events such as
change in marital status, new duties, job loss, retirement, financial difficulties, injury, illness or family death? When you're stressed, do you feel like you don't have anyone to talk to? Once you've put your answers together and the score worries you, it's time to act, says Kets de Vries. In an accompanying
INSEAD Knowledge post she offers a long list of ways to start coping with your stress, while stressing that the first step is always figuring out why you're so worn out in the first place. His recommendations include popular favorites such as more exercise, meditation, taking up a hobby, and volunteering.
While all of these are great ways to enrich your life and battle your stress, it's also worth noting that Stanford studies show our attitude to stress has a lot to do with how badly we're affected by it. In many cases, simply re-imagining your stress is not a performance killing, a health-depletion threat, but
instead of how useful, advanced in response to short-term challenges can seriously reduce the toll it takes on your body and mind. In other cases, however, mental gymnastics is not going to be cut. Sometimes your situation is really bad and you have to figure out how to rejigger your schedule, your work
commitments (or even get out of there completely), or your personal situation. But whatever solution you finally find, the first step to combat figure out how bad the situation is. So take an audit and start. Inc. helps entrepreneurs change the world. Get the advice you need to start, grow and bring your
business to today. Order unlimited access here. Inc.com expressed by the columnists are theirs, not Inc.com. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Has quarantine given you a chance to get to the movies you postponed while you had time? Are you now flush with
knowledge of high and low brow cinema? Well, gather a group of your friends and show them that your movie knowledge knows no limits on this movie trivia night we put together that tests almost every type of movie buff. (Yes, even those that only watch Oscar-nominated movies.) Below you will find five
categories of 10 questions each: Classics, Disney Channel Original Movies, Rom-Coms, Oscar winners and quotes. (The answers are at the bottom to avoid peeking.) You can also download Bustle's Movies Trivia here and share it with your friends before trivia night. CLASSICS1) How many movies are
onto the Godfather franchise?2) What 1940s holiday film features two supporting characters (cop and cab driver) that share the names of two Sesame Street characters? 3) What is Morgan Freeman's character Shawshank's redemption scarf? 4) What insect appears in the movie poster Silence of the
Lambs? 5) What is the hotel name For Shining? 6) Name three of the seven von Trapp children in the music sound.7) What is the name of Quint's boat in the jaws? 8) What is Holly Golightly's cat called Breakfast at Tiffany's? 9) According to Pulp Fiction, what do they call a quarter of wart cheese in Paris?
10) Who Directed Ferris Bueller's Day Off? Disney Channel original movies (DCOMS)11) What 2000 Disney Channel Original Movie does Halloweentown star Kimberly J. Brown star? 12) What happens to Cody on her 13th 13th year) What's the upcoming year of Zenon: Girl of the 21st Century going on?
14) British band Five was featured in the 1999 movie Smart House. What song are Ben and his friends dancing to? 15) What are the names of basketball playing twins at the heart of Double Teamed? 16) Bobby Flay plays himself, what 2003 DCOM?17) Name four Cheetah Girls.18) Cadet Kelly featured
leads, two Disney Channel shows? 19) What was the name of the fictional band Nick, Joe and Kevin Jonas were onto Camp Rock?20) What Disney star is a cameo in High School Musical 2? ROM-COMS 21) Cher Horowitz based on what literary character? 22) What is the campaign slogan Benjamin
Barry comes up with out of the DeLauer Diamond account How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days? 23) What magazine Hugh Grant's William Thacker claims to work in Notting Hill?24) Who does Dermot Mulroney end up with my best friend's Wedding?25) Put the following order of release, the oldest of the
newest: The Maiden Monster-in-Law, Wedding Planner26) What is the name of Poise magazine competitor 13 Going on 30? 27) 10 Things I Hate About You Is the Loose Adaptation From which Shakespeare to play? 28) What 1993 movie did you get in the Mail leading Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan to star?
29) What are the names of the Lara Jean sisters for All the Boys I've loved before? 30) What is Mark Darcy's infamous sweater at a New Year's Party in Bridget Jones's Diary? OSCAR WINNERS31) From 2020, Kathryn Bigelow is the only woman who has won an Oscar for best director. Which best
picture-winning film does he earn the title? 32) Which Slumdog Millionaire song won Best Original Song at the 2009 Academy Awards? 33) In Chicago, why is Velma Kelly in jail? 34) What Oscar-winning film is inspired by the 1979 Canadian Caper rescue mission? 35) Which newspaper is 2015. 36)
Moonlight won the Oscar for Best Picture in 2017. What movie was wrongly announced at the winner's ceremony?37) In Forrest Gump, What book does Forrest place in a white feather? 38) What 1973 movie about Tatum O'Neal became the youngest ever Oscar winner? 39) What movie did Meryl Streep
win her first Oscar for? 40) What is the only movie sequel ever won best picture? FINISH QuoteEach space represents the missing word.41) The boy's best friend is his _. 42) I want you to draw me as one of your _ _. 43) Jessica, child only, _ _. 44) He has cheese in my _. 45) Anyway, move at an ice
rate. You know how it __. 46) I can do it. I'm a guy. I'm a hunchback guy! I'm _ _! 47) What do tigers dream when they take their little tiger nap. Do they dream of mauling zebras or _ _ _ 48) You're kind. You're smart. You're _. 49) Merry Christmas, ya _ _. 50) I like my sketchers, but I love your _ _.
Answers: CLASSICS1) Three2) This is a Wonderful Life 3) Ellis Boyd Red Redding4) Koi5) Overlook Hotel6) Liesl, Friedrich, Louisa, Kurt, Brigitta, Marta, Gretl7) Orca8) Cat9) Royale cheese10) John HughesDCOMS11) Quints12) He becomes merman13) 204914) Slam Dunk (Da Funk)15) Heather and
Heidi Burge16) Eddie million dollar cook-off17) Galleria (bubbles), Chanel (Chuchie), Aquanetta (Aqua), Dorinda (Will)18 ) Even Stevens and Lizzie McGuire19) Connect 320) Miley CyrusROM-COMS 21) Emma Woodhouse from Jane Austen's Emma22) Frost herself 23) Horse &amp; Hound 24)
Cameron Diaz25) Wedding Planner (2001), Maid in Manhattan (2002), Monster-in-Law (2005)26) Sparkle27) Taming of Shrew28) Sleepless in Seattle29) Margot and Kitty3 0) ReindeerOSCAR WINNERS31) Hurt Locker32) Jai Ho33) Double murder of her husband and her sisters34) Argo35) Boston
Globe36) La La Land37) Curious George38) Paper Moon39) Kramer vs. Kramer40) The Godfather : Part II (1974)FINISH QuoteThe space represents the missing word.41) Mother, Psycho 42) French girls, Titanic 43) Illinois , Chicago, Parasite44) Macaroni, Juno 45) me, Devil Wears Prada46) Bad*ss



hunky guy, He's Man47) Halle Berry in her Catwoman suit, Hangover48) Essential, Help 49) Dirty Animal, Home Alone 2 50) Prada backpack, 10 Things I hate about you
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